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Part A - A future for public access to legal information?
Public Legal Information Institutes (pLIIs)
A public legal information institute is, in a few words, an organisation that publishes via the internet substantial quantities of legal information originating from more than one source (in other words, not only ‘its own’ information), provides non-profit public access to that information, and does not support monopoly provision of that information.
Since Cornell’s Legal Information Institute (LII) became the pioneering example of this type of public interest legal publisher, quite a few other examples have blossomed around the world, including in Canada, Australia, Germany, Norway and Zambia. In many other countries no such institutions have been established.
During 1997 three LIIs (the Centre de recherche en droit public (CRDP), University of Montréal, Canada, the Australasian Legal Information Institute (AustLII), and the Lovdata Foundation, Norway) formed the International Association of Public Legal Information Institutes (IAPLII) to ‘promote and support non-profit public access to public legal information throughout the world, principally via the internet’, and to provide mutual support to those who wished to do so. They invited Cornell’s LII to become the fourth founding member. In 1998 IAPLII will start to invite new members (and associate members who support its goals) and hopes to hold its first conference. Details are available on the web http://www2.austlii.edu.au/~graham/IAPLII/ .
It is still the case that most legal information provided via the web is available for free access, but this is changing, and will change more rapidly in future. It is also increasingly the case that government departments, legislatures and courts are able and willing to provide via the web the legal information that originates from them, without needing to rely on any third party provider.
The aim of this paper
This paper looks at the experience of one LII - the Australasian Legal Information Institute (AustLII) - in order to ask what role it has played until now, and, by extension, whether there is any continuing role for it or any other public legal information institute. Do public legal information institutes have a future?
1.	A case study - Does AustLII have a future?
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AustLII http://www.austlii.edu.au/ has provided substantial Australian legal information via the internet since July 1995, two and a half years ago. When AustLII started there were no significant free access sources of Australian legal information, whether on the internet or elsewhere The Commonwealth Attorney-General’s Department SCALE system (neither on the internet nor free) had gathered data for twenty years, however..
The electronic legal publishing environment  in Australia is now changing rapidly, due in part to AustLII’s achievements. Substantial quantities of Australian legal information are now available via the internet from other sources, including free access from some government agencies, Parliaments, tribunals (but not, as yet, courts),  and from government publishers such as SCALE+ and AGPS, and charged access from legal publishers such as Butterworths Online.
What is AustLII’s future in this changing environment? Does it have one, or will it just be remembered as a valuable early experiment in internet publishing of law in Australia? 
The purpose of this part of the paper is to outline AustLII’s current thinking on these questions. We start with a short assessment of AustLII’s achievements so as to help identity which have continuing value. Then we describe why the environment is changing. Finally, we suggest how AustLII will have to respond if it is to continue playing an important role in access to law in Australia.
Some brief background
For readers not familiar with AustLII, it is a joint facility of the Law Faculties of the University of Technology, Sydney, and the University of New South Wales. It has two Co-Directors and a full-time staff of six. Access to all information on AustLII’s web site is free. AustLII is best known as a web site, but there are a number of dimensions to its operations, including research in legal computerisation, education, and involvement in public policy issues concerning legal information.  We describe AustLII as a University-based organisation specialising in research and teaching in computerisation of law,  and which operates one of the largest free law sites on the web. 
Full details of all of AustLII’s operations are in Greenleaf G, Mowbray A and King G  (1997) ‘New directions in law via the internet - The AustLII Papers’ http://ltc.law.warwick.ac.uk/jilt/LegInfo/97_2gree/default.htm Journal of Information, Law and Technology (JILT), Issue 2, 1997, University of Warwick Faculty of Law, (electronic journal). The details that are not provided in this paper to describe the matters we mention below can be found in ‘The AustLII Papers’.
2.	AustLII’s achievements - building blocks of one pLII
AustLII’s achievements from 1995-1997 fall into three categories: technical (including content),  political  and institutional. 
Technical / content
AustLII was founded on the assumption that unless we could provide a compelling technical demonstration of how well legal information could be provided via internet, courts and governments would not allow us to use their data.
AustLII’s most significant technical achievements have been:
• 	The quantity of data provided, now amounting to over 3.2 gigabytes of legal texts (before processing). There are over 50 separate searchable databases http://www.austlii.edu.au/databases.html, nearly half a million sections of legislation, and about 65,000 cases. Given that virtually nothing was available via internet when AustLII started this is an achievement in itself. The provision of data in such quantities has been achieved through large scale automated and reliable processes.
•	The reliability of the AustLII service has been very high, with very little down-time, high access speeds (relative to other internet providers), and high levels of data integrity and security. This has been achieved despite constantly increasing user demands on our servers (detailed below).
•	The quality and sophistication of the data mark-up,  has been very unusual, particularly the unique provision of dense hypertext linkages (over 13 M automated hypertext links), and features such as automated ‘Noteups’ of every legislative section. This is discussed in ‘Managing Large Scale  Hypertext Databases’ http://ltc.law.warwick.ac.uk/jilt/LegInfo/97_2gree/paper2.htm in the AustLII Papers.
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One of half a million sections - http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/cth/consol_act/ta1979350/s7.html
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Hypertext links in two definitions in the Telecommunication Interception Act 1987  
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8 of 39 items found in a Noteup of s7 -  http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/sinosrch.pl?query=ta1979350+s7
•	A powerful and user-friendly search engine, SINO http://www.austlii.edu.au/do2/form.pl, gives a consistent search interface over disparate data, with boolean and proximity searching, and relevance ranking of results. SINO exemplifies AustLII’s control of its own software.
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Part of the SINO search form, with the most powerful search form chosen
•	Speed of provision has been very significant with some data, particularly the daily provision of High Court decisions, and rapid provision of NSW legislation, Federal Court decisions and some other important databases. With some other databases, there is room for improvement!
•	A more comprehensive index to  Australian law on the internet  http://www.austlii.edu.au/links/Australia/ than otherwise available has been provided by AustLII, now being expanded into a world law index http://www.austlii.edu.au/links/World/.
•	An effective start to the development of legal inferencing software which can have knowledgebases distributed across the internet, and is integrated with the hypertext and text retrieval aspects of AustLII. It is explained in ‘New Legal Services via the Web’ in the AustLII Papers http://ltc.law.warwick.ac.uk/jilt/LegInfo/97_2gree/paper5.htm, and there are running examples available on AustLII, some of which demonstrate all these features http://sandpit.austlii.edu.au/~aial/foitest/foi_s11.html.
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A small knowledgebase, linked to other web pages containing knowledgebases
Political - the public policy aspects
AustLII was created in order to convince governments and courts to allows and facilitate free access to Australian primary legal materials. Our ‘access to law’ agenda has always been explicitly political, an attempt to destroy the restricted access to electronic legal information that prevailed from the early 1980s to the mid-1990s. The way in which this has been carried out is discussed in detail in ‘The Politics of Public  Legal Information’ http://ltc.law.warwick.ac.uk/jilt/LegInfo/97_2gree/paper4.htm in the AustLII Papers.
AustLII’s impacts in this area have been:
•	At the practical level, we have had near-universal success in obtaining free public access to data from government and court sources that were often very reluctant to provide the data, or in some cases forbidden by governments to do so. There were no free sources of legal data when AustLII started, whereas now the decisions of dozens of courts and tribunals, and legislation from all jurisdictions but two are available free or in the process of being made so available.
•	Creation of a public expectation of free access to primary legal materials  means that it is now much more difficult for governments or courts to try to charge for internet access to primary legal materials. No government or court has yet dared to charge for internet access. However, it is premature to assume that this is irreversible. Nothing in Australian constitutional or administrative law prevents government agencies from making a profit from sale of such information.
•	The creation of a market for legal information on the internet - free and charged - is probably one of our achievements. AustLII’s development of a critical mass of users, particularly from law firms, demonstrated that the internet was a viable medium for legal publishing made it easier for commercial publishers to justify a business case. More important, the continuing existence of ‘the AustLII alternative’ helps ensure that commercial legal publishers moderate their charges, particularly to sectors such as the educational market which can realistically decide to ‘make do’ with what AustLII provides.
•	Encouragement of the development of standards is  important in the medium to long term. AustLII has taken a leading role in encouraging debate about a ‘Court-designated citation standard’ (sometimes known as ‘medium neutral and vendor-neutral  citation’) within the courts, and has also joined a committee of legal publishers to discuss the issue. We are also participating in the establishment of a NSW Legal Information Council.
Institutional
•	A constantly expanding user-base has provided proof of the value of AustLII to providers of data and funds, and has constituted AustLII’s support base in the community. AustLII’s servers are now providing almost 2 million hits per month (over 87,000 per business day), to  over 5,000 users per day (peaking at 230 concurrent users).
•	We have established relatively stable medium term funding (ie to 2000) sufficient for AustLII’s current operations, from a mix of academic research  funding (various Australian Research Council grants) and support from ‘stakeholder’ representatives (NSW Law Foundation, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Council for Aboriginal Reconciliation, Australian Business Chamber and others). AustLII’s ‘stakeholder model’ has proven its worth, but is capable of greater diversification. However, stakeholder funding cannot be taken for granted from one year to the next, and we have no certain sources of funding beyond 2000. 
•	We have found a supportive University base in its Law Faculty and University hosts because of its mix of academic research and community service.
•	AustLII has obtained a great deal of public and institutional support and goodwill (often expressed in the media, and in awards), which is a valuable asset in influencing public policy and in obtaining funding.
It is arguable that no other country currently has as comprehensive a range of free access legal materials via internet as Australia The United States and Germany are the other countries that could mount such a case.. AustLII’s technical, political and institutional achievements have been the single major contributor to this, although others such SCALE and the NSW Law Foundation have also played vital roles. 
3.	The changing environment
The major change in the internet legal publishing environment is the diversification of publishing sources, which has consequences for effective access by users,  and funding consequences for AustLII.
Diversification of web publishing -  institutional ‘self publishing’
There are many reasons why government bodies and courts (‘institutions’) will increasingly publish their own primary legal information via the internet -
•	Understanding of web publishing technology is now much broader; though this is often limited and does not extend to use of search engines.
•	Institutions want to control ‘their’ data.
•	Institutions can provide ‘authoritative’ copies through use of digital signatures.
•	Institutions can provide speed of access to their own data that others can’t match.
At present, there are few Australian institutions publishing their own primary legal materials  on the web. Some Australian Parliaments publish Bills before them, Victorian legislation is available http://www.dms.dpc.vic.gov.au/, and a few tribunals publish some of their own decisions. No courts do so as yet. This will gradually change over the next few years.
Diversification  of web publishing -  other publishers
Users also now have a choice of internet publishers other than AustLII who offer multiple sources of primary legal materials, with different forms of value-adding than that offered by AustLII:
•	Commercial legal publishers (at present primarily Butterworths Online http://www.butterworths.com.au/ but this will soon change) already provide an enormous amount of Australian primary materials, with the principal value adding being their high level of editorial control, plus content enhancements such as catchwords, headnotes, and statutory annotations.
•	Public sector publishers, to date mainly the Commonwealth Attorney-General’s  SCALE+ service http://scaleplus.law.gov.au/ and the AGPS Osiris service for industrial law, are now providing via the web a large percentage of the information previously available  via internet only from AustLII. They are increasingly providing different and rapidly improving forms of value-adding to that provided by AustLII, so users now have a choice between ‘competing’ technical alternatives.
Diversification  of web publishing -  secondary legal materials
We should not forget that there is already an enormous amount of valuable secondary Australian legal information published on the internet - government reports, parliamentary materials, law journals, conference papers on law firms’ home pages and many other sources. As yet, effective means of access to this enormous diffuse range of material has not been provided, despite the value of internet-wide search engines such as Alta Vista. 
Changed expectations
An environmental change that we notice is the constantly changing and increasing expectations of users concerning the quality of free legal information via the web. In 1995 users were delighted to obtain High Court decisions on the web after only a few months. Now, a delay of a few hours after the Court hands down a decision is enough for AustLII to receive ‘feedback’ mail asking ‘why isn’t decision X available yet, as it has been out for hours?’.
Political environment
The most unpredictable environmental element in relation to the free provision of legal information by legal institutions themselves, or by government legal publishers, are the recurring currents of ‘privatisation’, ‘outsourcing’ and ‘user pays’, all of which make any free access provision of legal information by these public bodies unreliable in the medium term (let alone the long term). No free access provision of legal information by a public body can be guaranteed to continue, particularly if it is valuable because it is the only source of that data.
A major problem with privatisation or outsourcing of provision of primary legal information is that it can easily be irreversible. When CLIRS created databases of NSW case law behind the protection of a government-backed monopoly in the 1980s, it not only prevented the development of any competitive commercial databases, but retarded the NSW Supreme Court’s own development of a collection of computerised case law in public hands for over a decade. See ‘The Politics of Public  Legal Information’ http://ltc.law.warwick.ac.uk/jilt/LegInfo/97_2gree/paper4.htm in the AustLII Papers.
Access consequences for users
If legal institutions do increasingly ‘self publish’, or there develops a multiplicity of public sector publishers, this has serious consequences for users:
•	Effective legal research will be impeded by a multiplicity of locations, formats and search engines. Users will have difficulty obtaining effective and comprehensive access, even to free data. Distributed legal data presents severe research problems, both in terms of precision and recall. Existing  indexes to law on the internet, and ‘internet-wide’ search engines, fail to provide a solution to this problem (either in Australia or world wide) as detailed in Part B of this paper.
•	There will be a temptation to institutions to deny other publishers the right to carry the data, since they are ‘already providing free access’. A restrictive approach will help maximise their usage, and will prevent critical comparison with other versions of the same data.
•	There will be a temptation to institutions to try to charge for access, since publishing costs money.
Funding consequences for AustLII
‘Self-publishing’ by legal institutions, and alternative public sector publishers, also has consequences for AustLII’s financial viability:
•	Institutions that provide their own data free via internet are unlikely to be ‘stakeholders’ supporting AustLII’s funding.
•	General AustLII funding sources may be less inclined to support provision of any data via AustLII if some other free source (or even a commercial source) exists.
4.	Responding to change
How does AustLII intend to respond to this changing environment from now to 2000?
Public policy imperatives
We see no reason to change AustLII’s commitment to the permanent provision of free internet access to public legal information in Australia. To achieve this, AustLII must continue to pursue a number of strategic tasks:
•	We must maintain AustLII as an alternative public access source of at least the most important databases of Australian legal information (the ‘crown jewels’), so as to protect against the loss of such data from public hands. So long as up-to-date databases are held by AustLII as well as SCALE+, Osiris, or a ‘self-publishing’ legal institution, it matters less if that institution’s data is suddenly privatised or converted to ‘user-pays’. There is also far less likelihood of such data being an attractive commercial proposition if AustLII continues to provide free access. AustLII’s continuing provision of free access to key databases will continue to be a necessary ‘insurance policy’ for those interested in access to justice, irrespective of the quality of alternatives.
•	We must continue to use AustLII’s influence to help prevent any public legal information from either (i) monopoly provision by institutions or (ii) paid access where there is no free access.
Technical  responses -  Data held by AustLII
There will be a continuing need for AustLII as a large legal publisher for at least the medium term. For many legal institutions, use of a non-profit publisher such as AustLII will continue to be a better alternative than the financial and technical requirements of self-publishing.
We think that databases on AustLII will be continued on this basis: 
•	We will maintain and extend those databases that are needed for AustLII’s key tasks, which includes each of the following:	
(i) the provision of key technical facilities on which other valued AustLII services depend (for example legislation is needed for us  to provide ‘noteups’ of caselaw); 
(ii) for public policy reasons (the ‘crown jewels in public hands’ approach discussed above); 	
(iii) to maintain sufficient data for research into computerisation of legal information; and (iv) because the data is valuable and otherwise unavailable, even though it is only valued by a minority audience (subject to available funding).
•	We will help develop standards of data preparation by data sources, as this reduces the costs and increases the quality provided by all publishers that use that data. At the same time, we will increase the quality of our own data collection and preparation, while still relying almost entirely on automated processing of data.
•	We will develop new means of obtaining important legal databases on AustLII where the data is also available elsewhere on the web, by methods using ftp or mirroring which rely on standards being observed by the data source.
•	We will continue research and development of new forms of legal services via the web using knowledge-based technologies and delivery of data according to user-specified needs.
Technical responses - Distributed data
AustLII needs to position itself as a key provider of access to distributed information. We aim to do so by the following means:
•	We are developing a combination of an intellectual index and a targeted web spider as a means of overcoming the research problems of distributed legal data which is not held on AustLII (see Part B of this paper). This applies to Australian data as well as ‘world’ data.
•	We will help develop standards for distributed legal data provision via the web.
•	We will develop SINO as a consistent search engine across all legal information, local on AustLII and remote (Australian and international). A single search of AustLII will produce results from AustLII’s databases, legal databases for which every word has been indexed by our web spider, and other databases only identified in our intellectual index. This is already being done in reverse in our use of the search engine to search remote databases in Project DIAL, where users are given the option to repeat the search over AustLII’s databases, AustLII’s links, Alta Vista or Yahoo.
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•	We will ‘export’ the main features of AustLII’s hypertext markup and hypertext/search integration to enhance remote (ie non-AustLII) data, by means such as:	
 (i) ‘remote noteups’ (markup before indexing of web spider data); or 	
(ii) encouraging other to use AustLII’s markup tools by making them more readily available.
Institutional factors
If AustLII can effectively pursue the policy and technical goals listed above, then we should be able to secure our institutional base by these means:
•	Obtain funding from academic and other sources for research and development of better access methods to distributed materials across the web, both Australian and international.
•	Obtain funding from a broader range of stakeholders: (i) institutions who do not wish to self-publish their own legal materials, but would like us to do so; (ii) corporate representatives of categories of users who wish to fund access to particular types of materials.
•	Develop international alliances and involvement, both so as to promote the value of public legal information institutes world-wide, and as to increase the range of possible funding sources for AustLII.
Overall, our aim must be to stay small, intelligent, flexible and (we hope) ahead of the game.
Part B - The world -wide law library on the internet
As discussed in Part A of this paper, with the proliferation of sources of valuable legal information on the internet (in Australia as is the case world wide), one of the main challenges facing public legal information institutes is to provide effective access to this distributed legal data. AustLII’s involvement in attempts to find an answer to the problems of world-wide legal research have accelerated due to its involvement as host for a prototype project funded by the Asian Development Bank, Project DIAL http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/special/dial/.
Despite its recent development, the web already contains an astonishing variety of legal materials from dozens of countries. Significant collections of legislation are already available on the web from over 50 countries http://www.austlii.edu.au/links/DIAL_Index/Legislation/. The full text is available on the web of all legislation from almost all the jurisdictions of the USA, Canada, Australasia, many Latin American countries and some European countries (such as Norway and Germany), and extensive collections from many other European counties (such as the United Kingdom, France, Spain, Portugal). Substantial collections of legislation are available from many developing countries, including India, Turkey, Kazakhstan, South Africa, Vietnam, Zambia, China, Mexico and Israel.
There are also extensive collections of case law from about 20 countries, particularly from North America and Australasia and some European courts, but also courts from India, Korea, Brazil and other countries. The Parliaments of dozens of countries have web pages, and these contain many significant resources concerning legislation and law reform. Law reform commissions and similar bodies are starting to make their reports and working papers available via the web. There are specialist university and other centres which provide very large specialist collections of materials in areas such as constitutional law, trade law, the law of the sea and human rights.
Despite the abundance of valuable legal materials already on the web, and the rapidity with which these materials are expanding, these materials are often very difficult to find, since they are scattered across thousands of web sites located all around the world.
5.	Two types of tools - ‘Intellectual’ and ‘robot’ /automated indexes
There are essentially only two types of tools which help users find legal materials on the internet, ‘intellectual’ indexes and ‘robot’ or automated indexes.
• ’Intellectual’ indexes, where individual web sites are classified by hand according to various classificatory schemes. Usually, such indices only provide the title, URL ‘Universal Resource Locator’ or internet address of a web page and perhaps a brief description of each site indexed. Yahoo! http://www.yahoo.com/ is a well known  example of a general intellectual index of the web (ie one which is not law-specific). 
• ‘Robot’ / automated indexes, where a program (variously called a ‘web robot’ or ‘web spider’) traverses the web, downloading every page it encounters, so that every word on every page can be indexed by a remotely located search engine. When the search engine displays a URL as a result of a search, that URL is to the original site, not to a mirror on the remote site. Alta Vista http://www.altavista.digital.com/ is perhaps the best known general example of such an ‘internet-wide’ search engine that searches an index created by a web spider. The principle advantage of this approach that it is possible to search every word that has been indexed, not just the titles and brief summary of what is on the site.
6.	Why legal research on the internet is difficult
Despite the existence of these research aids, finding legal information on the internet is difficult, for at least the following reasons:
• 	Intellectual indexes are hard to maintain As the quantity of legal material on the internet grows, the sites that contain significant legal information grows so numerous, and some of sites are so large, that it is difficult to maintain intellectual indexes, at least with any depth of indexing of each site. The best that can be hoped for is that sites with significant legal materials are identified in the index, even though there is no detailed description of their content. For example, it soon becomes impossible to include in an intellectual index the content of each piece of legislation, each case, or each journal article included on a large site.
• 	Good intellectual indexes for law are hard to find While there are many multi-country intellectual indices to law on the internet See http://www.austlii.edu.au/links/World/Indices/  for many examples., none are even remotely comprehensive, and many are US-oriented with a slight international gloss. Some very good indices do exist for particular countries (eg Canada, the USA, Germany and Australia), and for some subject matter areas, but there are few of them and they are often difficult to find from the multi-country indices. It is therefore difficult to find a good place to start! The coverage of legal materials in general-purpose internet indexes is no more helpful, as an inspection of the limited coverage of legal materials in an index such as Yahoo! (the largest general-purpose index) will show.
• 	Robot indexes are not comprehensive There are very good internet-wide robot indexes, such as Alta Vista, but they are not as comprehensive as people often assume Such factors led to estimates in 1996 that even the largest internet-wide search engines only indexed about 20% of the estimated 150 million web pages. However, the most recent figures published by Search Engine Watch (at http://searchenginewatch.com/features.htm) include claims by Alta Vista to index 100 M pages, HotBot 80 M, Excite 55 M and others less than that. The estimated total number of web pages is now in excess of 200 M, so, whatever the exact situation may be, it is still the case that no search engines can claim to index all pages on the web..There are a number of reasons for this See ‘How big are the search engines?’ (Search Engine Watch) at http://searchenginewatch.com/size.htm and references linked therefrom, for detailed discussion of all these matters.:
•	Some robots only index a sample of pages on a particular site (at least at any one time), and do not continue indexing until they complete all pages on a site in one session. In 1996 it was claimed that Alta Vista only indexed about 10% of the pages of moderately large web sites (600 / 6,000 pages in the example cited), and not denied by Alta Vista  The claim by John Pike, webmaster of the American Federation of Scientists, and the reply by Alta Vista are available at  http://www5.zdnet.com/anchordesk/talkback/talkback_11638.html and discussed in ‘The Alta Vista Size Controversy’ on Search Engine Watch at . Alta Vista now claims to index sites without any limit on pages.
•	Well-behaved robots See Martin Koster ‘The Web Robots Pages’ at http://info.webcrawler.com/mak/projects/robots/robots.html for details of the operation of web robots adhere to the robot exclusion standard See the ‘Robots Exclusion’ page, dealing with both the standard and the Meta Tag for robot exclusion at http://info.webcrawler.com/mak/projects/robots/exclusion.html, by which web servers tell robots which pages they may not index on a site. Because of the effects of some robots on server performance, and for other reasons, many servers exclude robots. All major search engines observe robot exclusions.
•	There are some technical problems with frames and with dynamically created web pages that mean that cannot be included in web spider indexing.
•	Some web spiders (including Alta Vista) only re-index some sites as infrequently as every three months, so there may be new pages added in that period that are not indexed.
• 	Robot indexes contain too much ‘noise’  It is difficult to make searches precise enough to find only legal materials using internet-wide robot indexes, because they index predominantly non-legal material. It is usually necessary to try to impose some ad hoc search limitation (in addition to the real search terms) such as ‘law or legislation or code or court’ or some such, to try to stem the flood of irrelevant information (or more likely, to fool the relevance ranking into putting legally oriented material first).
• 	Robot indexes are difficult to search for particular countries It is also difficult for most users to limit searches to materials concerning laws of particular countries 	For example, on Alta Vista, a search for Vietnamese legal materials  requires a search which is limited to materials which are located on a server in Vietnam (the ‘domain:vn’ delimiter) or contain ‘Vietnam or Viet Nam’ - and this is still somewhat hit or miss. , and failure to do so will usually result in the search being flooded with material from North America and other ‘content rich’ parts of the internet.
• 	Many significant law sites can’t be searched When you do find a site containing valuable legal information it will often not have a search engine at all, so searching at word level is not possible. Of the more than 30 internet sites around the world containing significant quantities of legislation, less than half have any search engine. It requires considerably greater technical ability to run a search engine than it does to simply put pages of legal material onto the internet where they can be browsed.
• 	Using different search engines can be confusing Even if a law site does have its own search engine, users who wish to find legal materials on different sites can also be easily confused by the need to use different search engines with different search commands. 
So the problems of finding legal materials world-wide are that it is both difficult to find which useful sites exist for a particular country or subject, and also difficult to find what is on such sites as are known. These research problems are very substantial even for the most expert ‘internet savvy’ lawyers and law librarians. They are much worse for inexperienced users.
7.	Desirable features of a new approach
These factors support approach taken by AustLII, and given its most extensive testing to date in the development of the Project DIAL prototype. 
This approach to reducing the problems of legal research  on the internet rests on these propositions:
• 	An intellectual index is essential to identify high value law sites and legal resources, but cannot and should not aim to be comprehensive, particularly in its depth of indexing particular sites once they have been identified.
•	Web spider indexing of remote law sites, and a sufficiently powerful search engine, are necessary to provide the depth of search capacity that intellectual indexing cannot provide;
•	This is particularly so when many significant law sites do not have search engines at all, and where there is no consistency among the search engines used by those that do.
• 	Searching robot indexed sites will work much better if (i) only law sites are indexed (to remove non-legal ‘noise’ and improve precision); and (ii) such sites are indexed comprehensively (to improve recall). We call such a web spider and search engine dedicated to legal materials only a ‘targeted’ web spider.
• 	Significant law sites which normally exclude robots may allow a ‘targeted’ law-oriented web spider to index them, by request. The number of requests may be manageable.
• 	A comprehensive intellectual index is needed to identify the law sites worth indexing, and therefore to ‘target’ the robot. The intellectual index therefore serves the double function of a useful resource in itself, and the essential means of ‘feeding’ the search engine.
• 	Once a law-oriented web spider has created a searchable index of key law sites, specific searches over that index for various types of subject matter can be ‘embedded’ in the intellectual index, thereby making the intellectual index ‘self-updating’ to a certain extent, and so reducing its maintenance costs. Such ‘embedded searches’ also cater for inexperienced users who have difficulty in formulating searches.
The key to effective legal research on the internet may therefore be a tight integration of an intellectual index and a search engine based on a web spider, a symbiotic relationship in which each builds on the features provided by the other Aspects of such an approach, in a pre-Internet context, are explored in Greenleaf G, Mowbray A  and van Dijk P (1995) 'Representing and using legal knowledge in integrated decision support systems - DataLex WorkStations' Artificial Intelligence and Law , Kluwer, Vol 3, Nos 1-2, 1995, 97-124.
AustLII’s  software
AustLII personnel In particular, Geoffrey King, Daniel Austin and Andrew Mowbray have developed the following software which has been used to implement this approach:
•	internet indexing software (‘Feathers’) which allows remote updating by multiple contributors to an index, full search facilities over the index entries, and a facility to ‘target’ a robot to fully index specific sites identified in the index;
•	a robot or ‘web spider’ (called ‘Gromit’), and a ‘harness’ or means of controlling it (called ‘Wallace’).
•	a search engine (SINO), which has the full range of boolean and proximity search commands, optional relevance ranking of search results, and a facility for limiting the scope of searches to specific databases or collections of databases; a new interface to SINO (‘Shaun’) has been developed for Project DIAL The names ‘Wendolyn’ and ‘Wensleydale’ have been reserved for future software developed for this project. For further details see http://www.wallaceandgromit.com/.
Project DIAL provides the first opportunity for extensive testing of the targeted web spider. It will soon play a significant role in other aspects of AustLII’s future developments, both in relation to Australian legal materials and other international materials such as an indigenous law materials and world library of case law.  Some of the research on internet law indexing is supported by Australian Research Council grants. 
A history of the development of this approach, and of the early stages of Project DIAL, can be found in ‘Future-proofing a global internet index by a targeted web spider and embedded searches’ Australian Society of Indexers Annual Conference `The Futureproof Indexer' 27-28 September 1997, Katoomba, Australia - http://www2.austlii.edu.au/~graham/Futureproof/indexers.html. The rest of this paper provides examples of the more interesting aspects of the project to date.
8.	The intellectual index 
The intellectual index or catalogue has a ‘Yahoo-like’ interface. It is searchable for both categories and individual entries. The editing interface is via the web, so contributing editors can be located anywhere with web access. 
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Automated translation of pages
All pages in the index have a [Translate] button that takes the user to Alta Vista’s automated translation service, provided by Systran translation software and ensures that the Systran page has inserted in it the correct URL for the DIAL page that the user was just viewing (in the example below, the DIAL Index page). The user then only has to select to which language the DIAL page is to be translated,  press the ‘Translate’ button, and then be returned to the DIAL page translated into the language of choice.
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The resulting translation seems adequate to convey the meaning of most of the items on the page.
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The DIAL Index page translated automatically to French by Systran
The Alta Vista/Systran translation facility is at present limited to translations from English to French, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, or German, and vice-versa. This translation facility is also only a prototype, and sometimes has inadequate processing power to translate very long pages. It is also not recommended to use it to translate documents with complex grammar, or where accuracy is vital (such as legislation). However, for pages such as menus, or lists of search results, it is usually extremely helpful. The result for a world index is revolutionary: instead of being an ‘English only’ facility,  it is now effectively available in six of the most pervasive European languages.
Targeting the web spider from the index
Editing entries in the index also involves the editor deciding whether to send the Gromit web spider to index every word on the site which has been ‘targeted’. The harness program (Wallace) reads the list of instructions from the web indexing software, and then sends of multiple instances of the web spider program, each to download the content of a particular web site. The harness program ensures that only one instance of the web spider software is ever downloading from a particular site, to avoid saturating that site with spider requests and denying access to other users. The harness ensures that the web spider is `well behaved', causing minimum impact on the sites from which it downloads web pages. We call this a targeted web spider, as is not designed to traverse the web generally, its downloading being limited to the site specified in the original URL specified when it is invoked.
Targeting the web spider to start indexing at the correct page, so that it when it indexes all other pages to which it its starting page is directly or indirectly linked, but are equal to or below the start page in the server’s file hierarchy, it indexes all and only the desired pages, is a complex task. Some desired sets of data cannot be indexed because of the ‘noise’ they will bring with them. For others, it is impossible to find an appropriately located ‘table of contents’ page to use as the ‘start page’. Other ‘problems of targeting’ have also been identified http://www2.austlii.edu.au/~graham/Futureproof/indexers-6.html#Heading22
The ‘New Additions to DIAL’ page
Users can see at any time what content has been added recently to DIAL Index (and to DIAL Search) by checking the ‘New Additions to DIAL’ page from the DIAL home page or from the [New] button on the button bars in the system. file_11.bin

  below means that Gromit has been sent to index that site.
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The ‘New Additions to DIAL’ page - http://www.austlii.edu.au/links/new.html
The User Manual - ‘A Guided Tour of Project DIAL’
There is an interactive draft User Manual, ‘A Guided Tour of Project DIAL’, at http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/special/dial/tour.html  Although somewhat out of date already, it still provides users with a useful step-by-step ‘walk through’ of how to use the Project DIAL facilities. The interactive aspect of use of the Guided Tour is explained as follows:
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Extract from the ‘Guided Tour’ - http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/special/dial/tour.html#Heading2
9.	Full text remote search for law - DIAL Search
DIAL Search is the only implementation as yet of the targeted web spider. About 350 MB of targeted sites have been indexed, providing searches over about 50,000 pages. Targeting has been limited, due to the nature of project DIAL, to legislation and legislation-related sites, and to indexes of law on the web.
Interface and search language
The DIAL Search component uses the SINO search engine to search over all of the world-wide legislation which is able to be indexed by the targeted web spider. From the DIAL Search interface shown below, searches may be entered using boolean and proximity operators and truncation.
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The DIAL Search interface, with ‘Boolean (Ranked Results)’ selected
Two types of search/display options are provided:
• 	Advanced Search - This is the most powerful form of searching, where searches can be made using boolean and proximity connectors, and the results are then also ranked in likely order of relevance. This allows reasonably broad searches (to aid completeness) with the relevance ranking then providing more precision. This display option is illustrated below. (This is AustLII’s Boolean (Ranked Results)  search method.)
•	Simple Search - Users can enter text in any form (eg ‘I want laws on tax and bankruptcy’ or ‘tax taxation bankrupt bankruptcy’) without knowing about search connectors, truncation etc. Results are ranked according to likely relevance. The user will obtain a useful list of search results, although often not as complete as a boolean search can provide. This is the search method recommended for inexperienced users, and is the default option. (This is AustLII’s Freeform (Ranked Results)  search method.)
At a later stage of development, when we are able to provide useful database and library headings within DIAL Search, more search and display options will be provided, to allow searches to be limited by the type of library into which the material has been categorised (‘Legislation’, ‘Law reform’, ‘Case law’ etc), or limited by the domain of the desired country, and for search results to be displayed grouped by database of origin rather than by relevance ranking (as is currently available on AustLII).

DIAL Search - Display  of search results
Results are displayed as shown below. Items are ranked in order of likely relevance. The user is give the option to repeat the search over a number of other systems.
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Further work on the display of results may result in the name of the database from which each entry comes being displayed with it, so it is easier to recognise which counties particular legislative items are from.
Finding law about a country
One particularly effective use of DIAL Search is to use it to find starting points for research concerning the laws of a named country. Because the relevance ranking tends to give short documents and documents that use a search term in a title, many of the internet law indexes that have a separate page for that country will appear near the top of the list, so the user can they quickly review existing intellectual law indexes for that country. Selecting ‘Repeat this search over DIAL links’ will find the entries concerning the country in AustLII’s index.
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10.	Storing searches to create a self- maintaining index 
Searches over DIAL Search are included as ‘stored search links’ in the DIAL Index. For example, on the Intellectual Property subject page there are various stored searches for different aspects of intellectual property. These are relatively simple searches, but much more complex searches using the full range of search connectors can be stored.
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http://www.austlii.edu.au/links/DIAL_Index/Development_Law_Subjects/Intellectual_Property/DIAL_Searches_for_intellectual_property_topics/
The significance of these ‘stored searches’ of DIAL Search in the DIAL Index is twofold:
•	Those responsible for developing and maintaining the DIAL Index have expertise in search techniques, and know what types of searches are most effective over DIAL Search. By creating stored searches at sensible locations in the index they make this expertise available to users of the index who are unlikely to have the same level of search expertise. For example, the search for ‘patent law’ above is actually  a search for  "patent* or brevet*", utilising both the French term and truncation.
•	An expert who creates a stored search only has to do so once. When more data is added to the DIAL Search database,  the expert does not have to change the stored search, because it will now find relevant new legislation as well as the old legislation (assuming the search was well-constructed in the first place).  In contrast,  sets of ordinary hypertext links to legislation do have to be updated when legislation changes. This method creates to some extent a ‘self-maintaining index’ of the material in DIAL Search.
•	Inclusion of stored search links means that, since the intellectual index is searchable, a search can find other searches. For example, if a user does a DIAL Search for ‘breach of confidence’, 15 items of so will be found. If that search is repeated over DIAL links, only one item is found, the above stored search ‘DIAL Search for trade secrets or confidential information’. However, if that stored search is then selected, over 150 items are found and ranked, because the stored search was for "trade secret or segredo comercial or breach of confidence or confidential information". The user may not have been aware that in most commercial contexts, ‘trade secret’ is a conceptually the same as ‘breach of confidence’, but the invitation to repeat a search, and the stored search links, will assist the user to ‘find’ this information.

